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ATREE launched the Centre for Social and 
Environmental Innovation (CSEI) in September 
2019, recognising the need to translate 
research into impact. CSEI would design 
solutions for “first mile” - citizens, consumers 
and businesses. 

First, there is a need for “research-backed” 
solutions and a credible player that can make 
them visible. But solutions need to be 
cognizant of linkages in the wider system, yet 
be human-centered, accounting for user 
behaviour.

Second, CSEI’s role is to enable and empower 
other changemakers. We should help create 
platforms, not be an actor, implementing 
solutions ourselves.

Third, to do this, we need to communicate the 
science as well as listen to actors on the 
ground, co-create solutions and revise them 
based on stakeholder feedback.

FROM THE DIRECTOR Over the last two years, we have learned some 
valuable lessons on the role CSEI could play in 
building an “impact ecosystem”.

A major challenge has been articulating our 
role in building the impact ecosystem. We have 
developed a three-step process of ideation, 
co-creation and scaling to surface problems, 
ideate, co-create and prototype solutions and 
finally implement at scale.. 

Each step is associated with specific outputs. In 
the ideation phase, we will document our 
learnings through articles, research briefs, 
videos and blogs. The co-creation phase will 
typically involve  a pilot or a prototype that is 
refined iteratively through user feedback. The 
scaling phase will involve jointly building a 
platform or community that is self-sustaining 
so that CSEI itself has a clear exit strategy.

One of the most important tool sets for CSEI is 
emerging as “two way communication”; both 
disseminating insights and listening to partners 
and much of our current focus is on learning 
how to do this better.



COVID UPDATE
As impact ecosystem builders, our work cannot exist 
in isolation. 

The second wave of Covid19 has ravaged the 
communities we work with. And helping them tide 
over this crisis is our moral responsibility. We believe 
that the pandemic has renewed the need for 
providing livelihoods at scale.

Our Covid relief campaign, conducted in 
coordination with staff  across ATREE,  raised USD 
25,222 from 119 supporters on GIve India in 15 days.

With this money, we were able to purchase critical 
pieces of equipment and help set up 9 rural Covid 
care clinics in Chamarajanagar, Karnataka.. 

Our role in Covid relief was to support public health 
professionals  and institutions like  Institute of Public 
Health (IPH) and Vivekananda Girijana Kalyana Kendra 
(VGKK) who were working on the ground with

district health authorities and public health centres (PHCs). Through this 
process, we met some incredible people and organisations, who 
collaborated seamlessly and with overwhelming kindness.

The Covid relief experience was a humbling one. It taught us how we can 
work better and achieve more, if we work together. Here’s the blogpost 
we wrote on our learnings from the Covid experience.
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https://bit.ly/LantanaLivelihoods
https://bit.ly/LantanaLivelihoods
https://bit.ly/LantanaLivelihoods
https://bit.ly/Fndrsr
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https://iphindia.org/
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https://www.vgkk.org/
https://bit.ly/CollabKind
https://bit.ly/CovidGratitude
https://bit.ly/CSEI_Learnings


OUR VISION
Our vision is a society that is committed to 
environmental conservation and sustainable, 
socially just development.
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OUR MISSION
Our mission is to transform research into impact by 
designing solutions for the first mile that create 
livelihoods and conserve the environment.

Today organisations specialise in either 
environment or development, but rarely both, 
missing opportunities for win-wins.



WHY CSEI?
How do we find solutions that contribute to human 
well-being while recognising that there are physical limits to 
earth’s resources and pollution absorption capacity?

Development interventions often focus on “beneficiaries” 
without worrying too much about the resource base. In 
contrast, environmental interventions often focus on the 
human-environment system as a whole, but with little 
thought to how actors must change behaviour and, what 
information and motivations they must have to do so. Often a 
narrow focus misses opportunities that do both.

Our goal at CSEI is to enhance human well-being, while 
sustaining the natural base. This requires us to find solutions 
that are at once system-savvy and yet human-centered.  We 
also want to go beyond pilot projects at one site or 
community, This requires us to reflect on the conditions for a 
solution to be replicable — the “science of scaling”, so to 
speak.
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https://bit.ly/EnvDev


If we are to design scalable solutions that bridge the gap between system actors, i.e. institutions that have power and influence at 
the systemic level and changemakers on the ground, we need to understand both and be effective communicators, passing 
information both ways. 

This requires us to engage in two-way communication as well as provide a “neutral platform” where different actors can 
congregate and communicate in a common language,

We design solutions for both environment and human well being, bridging the gap between systemic and human-centred 
approaches to development.
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WHO WE ARE: WE TURN RESEARCH INTO IMPACT

AN ACCESSIBLE 
TECHNICAL PARTNER 

WHO: IMPACT AT SCALECHANGEMAKERS INSTITUTIONS 



To achieve impact at 
scale, we have 
developed an innovation 
funnel that consists of 
the following phases for 
each problem statement 
we tackle:

Having a well-defined 
process, allows us to 
ensure our solutions are 
robust. Each phase is 
associated with 
identifiable outputs..

The first two phases will 
have limited on-ground 
impact but will set up 
the solution for scaling..
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OUR PROCESS: THE CSEI INNOVATION FUNNEL
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CITIES FARMS FORESTS

WHERE WE DO THIS: ACROSS 3 MAIN LANDSCAPES

Invasive plant species invade 13 
million hectares of Indian forests. 
India’s  60 million indigenous people 
earn under Rs 200/day. 

100 million  acres of degraded 
agricultural land exists in India 
today, stagnating farmer incomes.

India is the 13th  most 
water-stressed country in the world.

By 2030 we will create livelihoods 
for 10K people through the removal 
of 500,000 hectares of invasives

By 2030, we will help boost water 
security and restore degraded land 
to improve 150,000 livelihoods in 
2000 villages.

By 2030 we will increase freshwater 
availability to 6M people and 
preserve 10,000 hectare of 
degraded land and water bodies.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Invasive Species Initiative aims to set up social 
enterprises in rural communities that remove 
invasives, use them to create livelihoods and also  
restore forests.

PROBLEM
Can we turn invasive species into a livelihood 
resource that can pay for its own removal?

GOAL
By 2030 we will create livelihoods for 10,000 people 
through the removal of 500,000 hectare of invasive 
plant species from Indian landscapes.

INVASIVES
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Can an invasive species 
like Lantana camara 
become a resource that 
can pay for its own 
removal?

PROBLEM

New uses of Lantana like 
particleboard 
Viable institutional and 
business models.

IDEATION

Prototypes of Lantana 
products with partners 
like like IPIRTI, IWST and 
Purple Turtle.

CO-CREATION

Build a community 
interested in 
Lantana-based 
livelihoods, removal & 
restoration. 

SCALING
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● Based on ATREE’s existing 
academic research and 
groundwork on Lantana, we 
identified its potential uses like 
being turned into particleboard. 
This report will be published in 
July 2021.

● Biomass estimations, analyses of 
existing business, literature review 
and interviews of manufacturers of 
different products helped us 
understand both the supply and 
demand side.

 
● We Ideated with Social Venture 

Partners on stakeholders to 
engage to create viable green 
business models.

● Prototyping uses of Lantana with partners: Sandeep Sangaru (design), IPIRTI 
(particleboard), IWST (wood plastic composites), Purple Turtle (crete).

PRODUCT

INNOVATIONS

SKILL 
DEVELOPMENT

PARTNERSHIPS

IDEATION CO-CREATION
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● There is a need to diversify 
suppliers and purchasers of 
lantana to sustain market..

 
● Current artisanal business 

need adjustments to be 
scalable: changes in 
customer acquisition, 
working capital, inventory,  
order management, and 
quality control.

● A designer in residence 
program may be able to 
address communication gaps 
between customers and 
artisans

Forest Department

Local Community

Lantana 
Collective

Certification 
Partner

Restoration 
Partner

MSME1 MSME2

Certify Lantana

Restore

Sell Lantana

M
N

RE
G

A

Train and employ for 
removal/artisanal 
furniture

Permits

-Section 8 company
-Building a 
community interested 
in these solutions

NEXT STEPS LEARNINGS



ABOUT THE PROGRAM
In the first phase of the Food Futures Initiative we aim 
to improve rural water security in India by influencing 
our partners -- NGOs, philanthropies and government 
agencies -- to make data-driven decisions.

PROBLEM
What are the types of problems and solutions to 
improving degraded agricultural land?

GOAL
By 2030, we will help boost water security and restore 
degraded land to improve 150,000 livelihoods in 2000 
villages.

FOOD FUTURES
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“Drought Affected Area in Karnataka” by Pushkarv, via Wikimedia Commons



Current investments in 
rural water security are 
not having the intended 
impact.

PROBLEM

Identify whether rural 
water security had an 
impact and if not, ideate 
how to intervene better.

IDEATION

Co-create a tool to help 
diagnose problem 
correctly in a watershed.

CO-CREATION

Pilot and test the tool and 
develop use cases for 
other tools.

SCALING
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CSOs think the interventions are helping

Is there any 
improvement in 
profitability after 
the project?

Yes, we were 
able to get
multiple 
crops this 
year.

Crop productivity improved because of a good monsoon

Reality



IDEATION CO-CREATION
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Google Earth Engine

ODK

India WRIS API

Social Layers API

QGIS

● Developing academic papers and 
op-eds showing that beyond 
supply-side interventions, focus 
needs to be on equitable and 
efficient use of water.

● Reviewing Rural Water Security 
Plans to understand its use in 
design and implementation of 
rural water security programmes 
and how to address gaps, if any (to 
be published in July).

 
● Creating a compendium of digital 

tools for data collection, 
estimating water budgets and 
balances, and for intervention 
design (to be published in July).

● Creating a case study of a water 
balance estimation exercise for 
two milli-watersheds in Karnataka 
(to be published in July).

● Conducted use case 
interviews with over 30 
stakeholders to 
understand digital 
tools usage and 
current challenges 
with it.

● Organised a learning 
circle with 
philanthropies to 
understand the role of 
data, maps and digital 
tools in rural water 
security programmes 
(conducted in January 
2021).

● Developing the framework for problem and solution typologies using Karnataka as a case 
study (to be published in July).

● Developing a QGIS plugin to allow users to view multiple data layers together and to 
estimate a region’s water balance (pilot in July).



NEXT STEPS LEARNINGS
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● Pilot and scale the QGIS 
plugin across India to 
allow users to estimate 
the water balance for the 
regions they work in.

● Apply problem and 
solution typologies 
across India using data.

● Engage with 
communities deeply and 
more frequently—to 
learn from their 
experiences—will help 
ensure that any tools we 
co-create are useful..

● Engage with our 
partners -- NGOs, 
philanthropies and 
Government agencies -- 
to build awareness 
about how to take more 
scientific and 
data-driven decisions.



ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Lakes Initiative aims to empower citizen groups to 
manage lakes better.

PROBLEM
1. How do we help citizens restore 1000+ lakes across 
India?

GOAL
By 2030 we will increase freshwater availability to 6M 
people and preserve 10,000 hectare of degraded land 
and water bodies.

LAKES
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Problem 1: How do we 
help citizens restore 1000+ 
lakes across India?

PROBLEM

Insight series on 
Bengaluru lakes. Collating 
learnings from past 5 
years.

IDEATION

Co-created a lakes 
knowledge platform and 
the Mira app.

CO-CREATION

Spin-off Mira app and 
focus on MOOCs and 
content development.

SCALING
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Creating new community spaces for lake enthusiasts.



● Created an insight series about Bangalore’s lakes.

● Documented our learnings from the last 5 years (what 
worked, what didn’t, and why)

IDEATION CO-CREATION

● Co-created a lakes knowledge platform and an app, Mira, with 
relevant stakeholders.

● Knowledge platform for active citizens and researchers to 
engage and protect lakes.

● An app for citizens to engage with & protect lakes.
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Problem 1: How do we help citizens restore 1000+ lakes across India?



● Phase 1: An IoT dashboard for citizens
Our original theory of change was to inform lake groups on the health of their lakes 
so they could be more equipped to approach agencies.

● Phase 2: The pivot to citizen science
We moved to a ‘humans as sensors’ approach where we would partner with 
low-cost sensing technology partners to encourage citizens from lake groups to 
measure water quality in lakes.

● Phase 3: Thinking about lakes as learning spaces
We needed to engage all types of people, to conserve and protect lakes. But it is 
hard to sustain citizen science centrally — over time maintaining and curating the 
data becomes a burden that is must be continuously funded. We learned that 
people need many types of information to be able to act locally. Data must be 
motivated by local concerns and communities need to be educated on how to 
interpret and use it.

LEARNINGS: EVOLUTION FROM IOT To CITIZEN SCIENCE TO LEARNING SPACES
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Problem 1: How do we help citizens restore 1000+ lakes across India?



ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Green Cities Initiative aims to build climate resilience 
in Indian cities by promoting sustainable green cover 
and boosting reuse of recycled water.

PROBLEM
2. How do we increase the blue and green cover in a 
city sustainably?

GOAL
By 2030 we will increase freshwater availability to 6M 
people and preserve 10,000 hectare of degraded land 
and water bodies.

GREEN CITIES
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“Adventures in City Farming” by Siddartha Sikdar, via Flickr



Problem 2: How can we 
use excess treated 
wastewater from 
apartments to sustain 
community green cover 
and artificial recharge?

PROBLEM

Establish reuse criteria:

1. Quality as per standards 
int/dom

2. Reuse measures (PPE, 
tech)- global examples

3. Estimation of water 
required for greening

4. Mapping sources and 
sinks of the WW

5. Methods for monitoring 
quality, quantity.

IDEATION

Pilot market for excess 
WW in a single ward 

1. Identification of 
apartments to give WW 

2. Connection to sites 
where WW be used 

3. Sites for potential 
artificial recharge.

4. Monitoring protocol, net 
metering technology

CO-CREATION

Reuse handbook for 
greening: 

● Methodology for 
identification of sources, 
sinks of WW

● System for monitoring 
wastewater

● Handling protocol for 
wastewater 

● Agreements with govt. 
departments.

SCALING
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PROBLEM:
How can we use excess treated wastewater to sustain 
community green cover?

In progress: Mapping out existing problems

GOAL
By 2022 we will pilot a campaign in 5 wards which 
will enable 1000 more cubic meters of water per 
day (200 tanker loads/ WW from 20 apartments) 
to be used for greening purposes in the wards.
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● Explored urban areas where green and blue cover 
could be increased.

● Mapped the systems and stakeholders of the 
wastewater reuse ecosystem in cities. Research 
brief to be published in July.

● Collated literature on models created for Indian 
cities on Nature Based Solutions (NbS) which can 
deliver maximum mitigation of climate threats. 
Research brief to be published in July.

IDEATION

Problem 2: How can we use excess treated wastewater to sustain community green cover?
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LEARNINGS: MOVE FROM BEING AN ACTOR TO A PLATFORM PLAYER

Our first step was to conduct interviews with Resident 
Welfare Associations regarding terrace gardening and 
wastewater recycling  and surveyed residents. We found that 
trust in the output water quality of STPs was a deterrent to 
reuse. Thus our approach was to directly address the 
problem of wastewater in apartments not being “fit for 
reuse”.

To this end we approached several partners and
● Codesigned a technology solution (Integrated waste and 

wastewater management system) with CDD India and 
Carbon Lites, which was shortlisted for the ADB 
technology innovation challenge.

● Codesigned a solution with Woolly farms, a hydroponic 
farming company, called Smaart Water. 

Our learning from this, was that we could not be a “neutral 
platform” if we picked specific solutions to implement 
ourselves.

Instead, we developed partnerships with actors in 
decentralised wastewater space including STP operators, 
builders, greening NGOs and road contractors.

We found clarity on playing the role of an ecosystem builder 
rather than an actor and have changed our model role to a 
communication and mediation one.

Road contractors: 
Jana Urban Space

Greening NGOs: 
Say trees

Parks: 
BClip members, 
RWAs 

Problem 2: How can we use excess treated wastewater from apartments to sustain community green cover?
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NEXT STEPS

Sustainable greening frameworks.
● Creating frameworks and certifications for defining 

sustainable urban green spaces (Cities4Forests) 
● Plant database of appropriate plant species 

(Narayanan Family Foundation)

Socio-Technical Innovation Systems
● Partnership with EAWAG - SIGGI on a proposal to 

study prospects of innovative greywater systems in 
gated-communities in Bengaluru (GreenGate).

Grey to Green and Grey to Blue Solutions
● Campaigns with pilots to build awareness around the 

potential uses of wastewater.
● Exploring partnerships to develop a framework for 

treatment and reuse of wastewater.
● Bringing diverse stakeholders together to surface key 

bottlenecks and co-create solutions.

Partnerships with accelerators
● Looking for accelerator partners to incentivize 

solution creation for specific problem statements

Problem 2: How do we replace 20% of freshwater with wastewater?



PUBLICATIONS
MEDIA ● 27 May 2020: Why fish die in Bengaluru lakes, and what you can do to prevent it

● 23 June 2020: Why Bengaluru lakes catch fire and how to prevent this?
● 30 July 2020: Why Bellandur lake spews toxic froth, and how to stop it?
● 28 September 2020: Bengaluru lakes are drying up even during monsoons, here’s why
● 5 January 2021: Polluted lakes, poor waste management contaminating Bengaluru’s 

groundwater
● 4 May 2021: Why are Bengaluru lakes green in colour?

● Lake Governance: The Pathway Forward
● How do excess nutrients cause problems in lakes
● Bangalore’s Lakes: What role do citizens play?
● How do we solve Bangalore’s lake problem?
● What is the problem with Bangalore’s lakes?
● What does “sustainable” food production around Bangalore entail?
● Using systems thinking to create a sustainable food system
● Pathways for building more climate resilient Indian cities
● Leveraging digital tools and shared digital assets to address rural water security in 

India

INSIGHT 
ARTICLES 
& 
RESEARCH 
BRIEFS

https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-lakes-fish-and-bird-deaths-cause-prevention-what-to-do-44499
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-bellandur-lake-fire-causes-prevention-system-maps-46700
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-bellandur-lake-foaming-reasons-pollution-detergents-sewage-prevention-48824
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-lakes-dry-even-in-monsoon-reasons-rainfall-sewage-siltation-borewells-solutions-52597
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/date/2021/01
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-groundwater-contamination-polluted-lakes-sewage-effluents-prevention-55632
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/bengaluru-groundwater-contamination-polluted-lakes-sewage-effluents-prevention-55632
https://bengaluru.citizenmatters.in/why-are-bengaluru-lakes-green-in-colour-59446
https://www.csei.org/bangalores-lakes-insights
https://www.csei.org/bangalores-lakes-insights
https://www.csei.org/bangalores-lakes-insights
https://www.csei.org/bangalores-lakes-insights
https://www.csei.org/bangalores-lakes-insights
https://www.csei.org/research-briefs
https://www.csei.org/research-briefs
https://www.csei.org/research-briefs

